
HOMEOSTATIC BALANCES ESSAY

Free Essay: Homeostasis Homeostasis works to maintain the organism's internal This term is used in psychology and
means having balanced body or life.

Muscular System[ edit ] The muscular system is one of the most versatile systems in the body. When blood
sugar is too low the alpha cells produce glucagon that causesglycogenolysis. Cold blooded animals, such as
reptiles, have somewhat different means of temperature regulation than warm blooded or homeothermic
animals, such as humans and other mammals. In summary, the endocrine system has a regulatory effect on
basically every other body system. Together these organs permit the movement of air into the tiny, thin walled
sacs of the lungs called alveoli. The factors listed above all have their effects at the cellular level, whether
harmful or beneficial. On the other hand, these classical technologies have negative impacts to nutritional
value e. Any type of essay. Any subject. It tries to maintain the environmental changes, and a condition of
balance or equilibrium within its internal environment. Receiving Information- Have you ever touched
something that hurt and then quickly pulled your hand away By regulating and controlling the hormone levels
in the body the endocrine system controls homeostasis in the body1. Generally with the recognition of
divergence from the homeostatic condition, positive feedbacks are called into play, whereas once the
homeostatic condition is approached, negative feedback is used for "fine tuning" responses. Furthermore, the
epithelium of the distal convoluted tubules and collecting ducts is impermeable to water in the absence of
antidiuretic hormone ADH in the blood. This results in the inhibition of water reabsorption from the kidney
tubules, causing high volumes of very dilute urine to be excreted, thus getting rid of the excess water in the
body. Homeostasis is the ability of the human body to maintain its internal environment at equilibrium, or in
other terms, to keep the body at a constant temperature. As it lowers more ADH will be realised to prevent low
blood volume. Nutrition: If your diet is lacking in a specific vitamin or mineral your cells will function poorly,
possibly resulting in a disease condition. A commonly seen example of this is drug overdoses. The human
body has several examples of homeostasis. The pulse would be felt at the dorsalis pedis artery, which is just
outside of the extensor tendon of the big toe. Brine Shrimps use metepipodites as the location of the ion pump
which secretes sodium. McGraw-Hill How does the body maintain homeostatic balance? The fact that all of
the organ systems generally work in a highly coordinated manner suggests strongly that organisms possess
distinct physiological control mechanisms that make the coordination of such highly complex processes
possible. Glucose is the main answer of the understanding anxious system is to start the endocrine system to
produce a chemical called adrenalin. The muscles in your body contract, which increases your body heat when
you're cold. The lowest daily temperature is when the person is asleep. Temperature receptors are found in the
skin, the great veins, the abdominal organs and the hypothalamus. A simpler definition to keep things
constant, or in a balanced flow. Glycogen is stored in the liver as an energy storage polysaccharide, however it
must by broken down into glucose, as a monosaccharide, before it can become usable. It also increases due to
the rising rate of obesity which involves the deficiency of insulin to compensate for insulin resistance by
increasing insulin secretion [1]. Perhaps you have not drunk anything for a while or you have been sweating a
lot. It is important for us to know what homeostasis is because, we all need balance in our lives. The
circulatory system is one, which consists of the heart, the blood vessels, and the blood that circulates though
them. The nervous system has two major portions: the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous
system. The purpose of the homeostatic system is to keep blood glucose in humans constant. The fish respired
less in the water that was 12 degrees and respired the most in the water that was 27 degrees. First, a stimulus
disrupts homeostasis by altering the controlled condition. Water homeostasis is crucial to life. The stimulus
produced a change that lead to decreases in blood volume and hydration.


